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A Believer in White’s Supremacy in Scripture Leads to the Immaculate Conception:  
Or 

Bad Scripture Interpretation as a Case of White on White Violence 

 

 Recently a friendly but by no means convinced reader of our Marian articles and books 

was good enough to contact us as always when he thought that a devastating or interesting 

argument might be found against the major proofs for Mary‘s status, graces, and privileges as 

outlined in Mary among the Evangelists, as well as the many free articles on this blog. He has 

been a great correspondent over the last year and proposed this argument against our discussion 

of Luke 1:28: ―And having come in, the angel said to her: ‗Hail full of grace/highly favored 

one (kecharitômenê).‘‖ 

Our book made the very substantiated and, therefore, well-founded claim that since 

several parts of Luke chapter 1 quoted the (deuterocanonical/apocryphal) book Sirach (18:17), 

and since the only place in all of searchable Greek literature where ―full of grace‖ comes from is 

Sirach 18:17 in Greek, then it follows that St. Luke was certainly citing Sirach so that his Greek 

reader – who only new one edition of the Bible in Greek – would immediately remember Sirach 

and interpret the meaning of Luke 1:28 in light of Sirach. This singular use of ―full of grace‖ by 

Sirach is called a hapax legomenon. The context of Sirach is that a sort of generically perfect 

person is best when he is bringing both a good word and a gift (not merely one or the other). Our 

conclusions were modest; namely, Mary should be thought of as a generically just person who 

brings both a word and a gift. We need not say more here, since we did not argue that Mary 

must be sinless or impeccable or without moral fault whatsoever in sole virtue of the term: 

―Full of grace‖ but she certainly must have been just or justified (which could have happened 

anytime from conception to 12/14 years old since that is when Mary was told that she is like the 

just man of Sirach). Our friendly and gregarious correspondent may have read too much into 

this. Preserving his anonymity, our brother in the Lord wrote us thus: 

It has been some time since we have spoken, and I wish you both well. I hope you are both doing 

very good. I was reminded of something when reading the Definitive Mary guide again [= Mary 

Among the Evangelists].
1
 Luke 1 uses a word that is also found in Ephesians 1:6. How is it special 

for Mary and not all believers in Ephesians 1[:6]? It‘s the same Greek word. Can you admit this 

eliminates the possibility that Mary is sinless because of Luke [chapter] 1[:28]? No immaculate 

conception[!] [A]nd this eliminates any special grace for Mary. This is troublesome. Do you think 

it will be fixed in the second edition? Thank you 

We were puzzled by the reference to Ephesians 1:6, for we had not explored it for the Mary 

Among the Evangelists. William did a little research and quickly found this: 

 

                                                 
1
 Christiaan Kappes and William Albrëcht, The Definitive Guide for Solving Biblical Questions About Mary: Mary 

Among the Evangelists, Biblical Dogmatics Book 1 (Patristic Pillars Press. Kindle Edition). 
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First, let‘s look at the lexical meaning of the root of the term, that being the Greek word 

charitoô.
2
 Bauer‘s A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian 

Literature (edited by Gingrich and Danker) defines the usage of charitoô at Luke 1:28, ―favored 

one (in the sight of God).‖ No lexical source that we have found gives as a meaning of charitoô 

―sinlessness.‖ The term refers to favor, in the case of Luke 1:28, divine favor, that is, God‘s 

grace. The only other occurrence of charitoô is at Ephesians 1:6, ―…to the praise of his glorious 

grace, which he has freely given us in the One he loves‖ (NIV). If the bare term charitoô means 

―sinlessness,‖ then it follows that the elect of God, throughout their lives, have been sinless as 

well. (Author: Dr. James White; italics and underline are ours)
3
 

 

If we take Dr. White‘s argument in its best possible interpretation (meaning we want to try to 

strengthen his points that he is trying to make), then Dr. White argues: 

 

(1.) The same root word (not the same word) connects Ephesians 1:6 to Luke 1:28 

(2.) Hence, the meaning of the shared root between Luke 1:28 and Ephesians 1:6 may be the 

same. 

(3.) Once, we show the meaning is the same, then we see that Paul says ―grace‖ is given to all the 

elect. 

(4.) If we say that ―charit-‖ in the New Testament means ―sinless‖ then we must confess that the 

elect of God are sinless. 

(5.) However, we all know that the elect are first sinners and then justified by grace; therefore, 

Mary‘s ―charit-‖ root shared with Ephesians 1:6 cannot mean (lexically) ―sinless.‖
4
 

 

So, what does Ephesians 1:5-6 teach? Let‘s see: 

 

[He] predestined us to adoption as sons by Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the good 

pleasure of His will, to the praise of the glory of His grace, by which He made us 

accepted (echaritôsan) in the Beloved. 

 

To be more consistent in English, I will use from hereon for Luke 1:28: ―full of grace 

(kecharitômenê)‖ and for Ephesians 1:6: ―He graced (ehcaritôsan) us in his Beloved.‖ Certainly, 

when Ephesians 1:5-6 (as one complete sentence) are taken in isolation, then Dr. White‘s 

argument appears to be rather straightforward and forceful. Of course, we shall soon see that 

things are not so simple. But, for now, let recall that this argument was last published, as far we 

can tell, in 2012, that is, seven years prior to the publishing of our book. Hence, it is unsurprising 

                                                 
2
 The phonetic spelling used by Dr. White originally renders this: ―caritow‖ 

3
 https://www.aomin.org/aoblog/roman-catholicism/a-biblical-basis-for-the-immaculate-conception-2/. 

4
 This is about the most cautious and safest claim that Dr. White can make. It is not quite as safe as saying: ―White 

does not lexically mean black,‖ but it is something like saying: ―The dictionary term ‗run‘ does not mean 

‗marathon.‘‖ This statement, when used in an apologetic argument, is very superficial and has little force. It requires 

that Dr. White identify an opponent who says that there is a scholarly dictionary in print that claims that ―to grace‖ 

means ―to be (morally) sinless.‖ I would be shocked if any scholar in print has made the lexical argument that Dr. 

White so safely rejects by what must be an imagined opponent. 

https://www.aomin.org/aoblog/roman-catholicism/a-biblical-basis-for-the-immaculate-conception-2/
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that Dr. White‘s argument does not actually address our discovery of St. Luke (1:28) relying on 

Sirach 18:17: ―The man full of grace (kecharitômenôi) brings both a word and a gift.‖ Because 

Dr. White explores many times in his writings the term: ―full of grace‖ and because he nowhere 

betrays knowledge of St. Luke‘s only possible source, we need to emphasize that whatever the 

value of Dr. White‘s comparison of the Ephesians 1:6 to Luke 1:28, it is less important than St. 

Luke‘s clear dependence on Sirach 18:17 in order to understand the force of the term in St. Luke, 

who is not St. Paul and does not necessarily mean what a related term means in St. Paul. Still, 

Dr. White‘s argument is fascinating and deserves to be exploited for proving the exact opposite 

of Dr. White‘s claims, since Dr. White does not actually interpret the passage in context or in the 

sense of the Greek. But this will be explored thoroughly in a moment. 

 

The Problem with Ephesians: It Proves that Grace Predestines the BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS) 

 

 To be fair, Dr. White was prompted in his article to respond to a popular writer Patrick 

Madrid, who had claimed that ―full grace‖ implies that Mary is grace-filled ―extensively‖ but 

also ―expansively.‖ Although this argument is not reflective of our book, Dr. White correctly 

understood Mr. Madrid‘s unique claim in sum: ―Full of grace means that Mary is perfectly 

graced from her conception.‖ The argument upon which Dr. White depends in response to 

Madrid‘s rather bold claim, however, is itself too expansive. Dr. White requires of God in 

Ephesians that somehow sinlessness and grace are exclusive of each other, that is, these two 

terms are not overlapping such that Dr. White could be taken to mean that a sinless person 

allegedly is person without grace; as if grace is only a remedy for sin instead of a preventative 

maintenance that can ensure that a car or engine will not break down. In other words, grace can 

galvanize an all-holy person against sin or restore a fallen person to all-holiness. While the 

terms ―to grace‖ and ―BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)‖ are not similes, they are entirely complementary 

concepts and the first leads to the second when referring to one‘s moral status before God 

(righteous). Given Dr. White‘s affinity to quote lexicons, he surprisingly fails to alert his reader 

to just how rare and restrictive the term: ―to grace‖ actually is. The current Liddell-Scott (2006) 

cannot much be improved upon by the electronic database TLG. The term is first attested in 

Posidonius (Stoic) just before St. Paul‘s time. Then, it is preserved in a Jewish letter of Aristeas 

(defending the inspiration of the LXX/Septuagint). It means: ―something given freely (from 

God).‖ Thus, the range of meaning for the word is rather vague due to its paucity of attestation. 

Even so, Dr. White will contradict Ephesians 1:4, when purportedly quoting it for its alleged 

meaning against Mr. Madrid. But, as we shall see, in Ephesians 1:4, grace is actually a freely 

given reality planned by God to be given to people who are not yet existent in order to possess 

original justice whereby the original plan was to be made ―full of grace‖ or ―given grace‖ to 

live in holiness as intended for Adam and Eve, which exactly means: ―to be holy and 

―BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)‖ (Ephesians 1:4, 5:27) or immaculate conceptions. All peoples‘ 

conceptions were originally designed by God to be immaculate conceptions, exactly in line with 

Ephesians 1:4! St. Paul‘s structure makes for very interesting rhetoric in Ephesians 1:1-14. Pay 
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attention to the use of plays between the past and present as well as his constant appeal to the 

will of God: 

[A.1] [Present Tense] 

Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God, To the saints who are in Ephesus, and 

faithful in Christ Jesus: 

[B.1] Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. Blessed be 

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,  

[A.2] [Past Tense before Fall:] 

[He] has blessed us with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly places in Christ, just as 

He chose us in Him before the foundation of the world TO BE HOLY AND BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS) 

BEFORE HIM IN LOVE, 

having predestined us to adoption as sons by Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the good 

pleasure of His will, to the praise of the glory  

[B.2] [i. Past Tense continued] of His grace, by which He graced us in the Beloved.  

[a. Switch back to Present Tense:] In Him we have redemption through His 

blood, the forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of His grace  

          [ii. Past Tense before Fall] which He made to abound toward us in all wisdom and 

prudence  

[A.3] [Past Tense before Fall:] 

having made known to us the mystery of His will, according to His good pleasure which He 

purposed in Himself, that in the dispensation/economy of the fullness of the times  

[B.3] He might gather together in one all things in Christ, both which are in heaven and 

which are on earth—in Him. In Him also we have obtained an inheritance,  

[A.4] [Past Tense:] 

being predestined according to the purpose of Him who works all things according to the 

counsel of His will, that we who first trusted in Christ should be to the praise of His glory. 

[Conclusion for the present order of Redemption]: In Him you also trusted, after you 

heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation; in whom also, having believed, 

you were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise, who is the guarantee of our inheritance 

until the redemption of the purchased possession, to the praise of His glory. 

 

Let us notice the repeated theme of ―His will‖ in from A.1-4. This looks to be a technique: Speak 

about the divine will, explain some, repeat the divine will, explain some more, remind the 

listener about the divine will, expand some more. So B.1-3 looks to expand on grace, mentioned 

in B.1. A.2 proves quite different from Dr. White‘s presentation of the elect as ―sinful.‖ Instead, 

what are the exact words of St. Paul? ―Before time/foundation of the world‖ people were made 

elect to be ―holy‖ and ―BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)‖ or ―without stain‖ or ―sinless.‖ This flies in the 

face of Dr. White‘s claim that relies on his eisegesis or overconcentration on Ephesians 1:6 to the 

exclusion of the rhetorical unit meant to be understood by reading all fifteen verses. 

 The implications of St. Paul‘s words are clear: Originally (like the design for a 

cooperative Adam and Eve), God chose from eternity his elect, before the world existed, to be 

holy and BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS). If he can‘t get his way by the original plan of all-holiness, he 
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still can get his plan accomplished by redemption after the messiness of creation unfolds. The 

grace originally given is clearly of sinlessness (Ephesians 1:4, 5:27), which means that Dr. White 

must read sin into God‘s creation-plan before time to deny my interpretation, although there is no 

hint of sin according to St. Paul anywhere, except for the mention of present-day person needing 

redemption (not the originally planned persons before the fall). The classical interpretative 

problem here is that God –before any created being existed– predestined elect to be holy and 

BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS). Does Dr. White hold either (1.) God‘s will failed?, or (2.) ―BLAMELESS 

(AMÔMOUS)‖ means sinful? Clearly, I would not suppose Dr. White to claim that God‘s will 

failed, or that ―BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)‖ implies ―sinful.‖ What strategy exists to interpret this 

passage? To propose that ―to grace‖ involves sin here violently claims that St. Paul only makes 

sense by really meaning that the children of wrath (Ephesians 2:3) are the predestined to be 

simultaneously BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)  for they are taken from sinfulness to holiness. Thereby, 

St. Paul would prove nonsensical, where ―blameless‖ and ―holy‖ means ―filled with lust‖ 

(Ephesians 2:3) as co-possible in the same person at the same time. St. Paul would then speak 

about squared-circles and that are drawn by centaurs and goatstags in such a confused way as to 

mean someone is sinful who is BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)  from God‘s eternal plan. The real 

solution lies in the Greek and Latin patristic interpretation that recognizes St. Paul speaking on 

two levels: (1.) God‘s plan for Adam and Eve and everyone was to be initially sinless, and grace 

filled immaculate conceptions, but (2.) the divine economy –given the human freedom to sin 

starting with Adam and Eve– also provided that the same grace (divine gift) in the Son was 

eventually used to redeem what by economy/plan was allowed to fall away through human 

freedom. So, God‘s first-level of the same plan was human perfection and sinlessness, but 

because he knew the human will was by definition capable and in fact was going to exercise an 

alternative choice to act unjustly. Then God‘s same grace (free supernatural gift) in his beloved 

Son (who is uncreated grace itself) brought also redemption to the fallen and their progeny 

originally designed all to be immaculate conceptions. For the blameless, in the image of his Son 

produced from eternity as uncreated grace, the original meaning is immaculate conception (just 

as in Dr. White‘s discussion) and the use of the verb ―to grace‖ (charitoô) means by implication 

in context (though not per se lexically): ―to make immaculate.‖ In effect, Dr. White has actually 

provided tools for showing that this term means in Luke 1:28 and Ephesians 1:4: ―God made the 

original predestined and Mary immaculate.‖ 

 Notice, however, Ephesians 1:4 supposes that whoever these elect (before created time) 

are, they are (prior to created time) sinless or BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)  holy ones in God‘s mind-

plan, but they are now those who happen now to be sinful but redeemed ones. God‘s grace was 

always in his beloved Son from before the foundation of the world or before creation, but now 

after time and creation ―we have redemption‖ since the grace in the immaculate and holy Son 

from the original plan is sufficient not only to make immaculate and holy created children but to 

redeem wayward ones too. Redemption is the reality of the post-creation present state, even if 

not the original plan for obedient humans. So, the grace that graced (echaristôsen) us from the 

past plan to be created immaculate is not the present dispensation of the redemption. This is very, 
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very interesting. Without Dr. White‘s article, I would have never noticed this: The root word 

used by St. Paul (charitoô) is only used by St. Luke in the New Testament. For Dr. White, this is 

argued to be important, if not doctrinally significant. Dr. White seems to assume that the ―charit-

‖ for Luke 1:28 has the same meaning in Ephesian 1:6. If this is true, then the grace which was 

―graced‖ to us at the foundation of the world (before any sin) is the same grace that St. Luke 

refers to when Gabriel greets the virgin Mary. Hence, for Dr. White, if Ephesian-grace is 

―BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)‖ and total ―holiness‖ without the least hint of sin, then Mary-grace must 

be the same ―BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)‖ and total ―holiness.‖ While I am more cautious than Dr. 

White (though hopeful about this interpretation), I would argue that –accepting Dr. White‘s 

supposition that Luke 1:28 and Ephesians 1:6 root mean is the same thing–  Dr. White should 

actually argue that Mr. Patrick Madrid was exactly correct. In other words, the grace in the past 

tense referring to an immaculate world before time (Ephesians 1:4 and 1:6) is not the present 

post-fall grace of redemption but the original past plan of God‘s ―holy and perfect‖ making grace 

before creation. The verb ―to grace‖ (charitoô), when carrying Dr. White‘s ideas to their proper 

conclusion, means that the original grace of original justice that Adam, Eve, and the elect saints 

were meant to be supplied is what Mary participated in at the Annunciation! Only by 

dispensation, according to St. Paul, did the all-positive all-holy and sinless plan of God include 

an alternative plan, should the grace be lost. But, what is for sure, in the grammatical structure 

above, is that this ―grace‖ had been ideally ―graced‖ to us before time. Dr. White‘ greatest 

enemy is then not Mr. Madrid, but his own linkage between Luke 1:28 and Ephesians 1:6, which 

may in fact be valid. However, to Dr. White‘s credit, his linkage between Mary and predestined 

grace before the fall links Mary to the grace of the Word prior to the fall and present order 

redemption. In short, Dr. White‘s premises result in White doing violence to White‘s own 

doctrine that the immaculate conception is unbiblical. Instead, Dr. White‘s point of departure 

from Mr. Madrid actually provides Mr. Madrid with the best components for justifying every 

claim of his argument, namely, Mary‘s grace was both –extensively and expansively– 

completely perfect and immaculate. After all, when St. Paul next mentions the word blameless in 

Ephesians 5:27, he says: ―a glorious church, not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but 

that she should be holy and without blemish (amômos).‖ This definition of amômos is exactly the 

modern Greek Orthodox description and vocabulary by its scholars for describing what Roman 

Catholics believe when they say: ―immaculate conception‖ (aspilos syllepsis). I mention this 

since the patristic Greek and modern scholarly interpretation of the immaculate conception 

always does so using Biblical Greek vocabulary that agrees with the language of Ephesians so 

that Mary is described by these very vocabulary words: ―without spot‖ (aspilos) and 

―BLAMELESS (AMÔMOUS)‖. Perhaps we should be grateful that Dr. White has finally provided the 

world with the strongest Scriptural argument that I have ever witnessed that Mary, by virtue of 

―charit-‖, is greeted as someone coming from the original order of her Son‘s grace, whereby she 

is blameless and holy from the original grace of the divine plan recognized to be Mary‘s 

possession at 12/14 years old at Nazareth at the moment the angel Gabriel greets her! 
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Conclusions: 

 

It is perhaps fitting that we conclude our study with an examination of some of the Fathers of the 

Church, who so fittingly viewed Mary as predestined to be completely sinless before her very 

creation. From the earliest of times the Fathers recognized the all-important title of Mary as ―full 

of grace‖ to be an essential one. Indeed, as the great Father and Doctor of the Church, St. 

Ambrose so masterfully noted: 

 

―This greeting had been reserved for Mary alone. Indeed she alone is called ―full of grace‖, since 

only she obtained that grace which no one else had merited: to be filled with the Author of 

grace.‖
5
  

 

The earliest Christians were the masters of the biblical languages, able to connect the masterful 

theological truths laid down in Scripture and paint an incredibly detailed portrait of God‘s 

salvation plan in their sermons and orations. Devotion to the Virgin as ―all blameless‖, ―all 

holy‖, and ―full of grace‖ were recognized as titles whose underlying meanings were laid out 

clearly in Holy Writ. The grace that Mary possessed was a kind of favor that she was predestined 

for ,which we find so clearly laid out in St. John Damascene: 

 

―O ever-virginal little daughter who needed no man to conceive! He who has an eternal Father 

was borne in the womb by you! O earth-born little daughter who carried the Creator in your 

God-bearing arms! The ages competed as to which one would be exalted by your birth, but 

God‘s will, which had been determined beforehand, defeated the competition of the ages—God 

having created the ages [in any case]—and the last became first and were in happy possession of 

your nativity.
6
‖ 

 

The great Doctor of the Assumption was well known for being erudite with Scripture and 

foundationally solid in the teachings of the ancient faith. St. John Damascene would become one 

of many voices in a category of Fathers that would become exceptionally special for their 

Dormition homilies on the Blessed Mother. In an era where the Church was flourishing in her 

exposition of poetic prose and Biblical commentaries, we received some of the greatest Marian 

orations from St. Germanos of Constantinople. The saint, much like the great St. John of 

Damascus, noted the special role of Mary‘s filling of grace. For St. Germanos, Mary‘s fullness of 

grace was clearly connected with her predestined role of being pure and blameless. Chief among 

the great prayers of the Constantinopolitan saint was his Oration to our Holy Theotokos. Here St. 

Germanos, as only a master could, lays out a conversation between the Archangel Gabriel and 

Holy Mary. In the back and forth dialogue, the Virgin Mary expresses her state of virginity, her 

                                                 
5
 Expositions on Luke 2:8-9 PL 15, 1636. 

6
 Behr, J. (Ed.). (2008). Damascene, Sermon Navitate 177. (M. B. Cunningham, Trans.) (Vol. 35, 

p. 63). Crestwood, NY: St Vladimir‘s Seminary Press.  
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incredulity at the beautiful greeting, and her willingness to vouchsafe the word of the Lord in her 

very heart of hearts. But before the end of one such discourse, we read in a clever connection 

between Luke 1 and Ephesians 1, the Archangel Gabriel‘s words from St. Germanos remarking: 

 

‗The Angel: ―I am amazed at the extent to which you have disbelieved my words, favored one, 

when you are so entirely pure and blameless. For behold, the King of Glory has come to dwell in 

you the queen, I think, even as I speak.‖‘
7
  

 

It is perhaps remarkable that a loose end has now been apparently tied with the help and 

assistance of one named Dr. White. It has been through the writings of Dr. White and others that 

have written against the ancient teachings of Mary that we are deeply indebted. Without such 

opposition, perhaps we would have never pulled back the veil on the hidden treasures found 

within the Scriptures and Fathers. The patristic pillars were no strangers to the glories of Mary, 

and it is for this very reason that we conclude our examination with an all important piece from a 

once obscure Church writer in Theoteknos of Livias: 

 

―[He has glorified] her, the holy and all-beautiful one, the venerable one worthy of all joy, 

mother and virgin, holy and spotless.‖
8
 

 

In the very next passage, after noting that the Virgin is truly all holy and without spot or blemish, 

Theoteknos connects these words with the immaculate conception of Mary from her parents 

Anne and Joachim: 

 

She, who is from clean and spotless clay, has come into existence in the mode of cherubim. For 

while still in the loins of her father Joachim, her mother Anna received a message from a holy 

angel, who said to her, ―Your seed shall be spoken of throughout all the world.‖
9
 

 

 

                                                 
7
 Behr, J. (Ed.). (2008). Germanos of Constantinople  Oration on the Annunciation of the 

Supremely Holy Theotokos 83. (M. B. Cunningham, Trans.) (Vol. 35, p. 231). Crestwood, NY: 

St Vladimir‘s Seminary Press.  

 
8
 Theoteknos. (1998). An Encomium on the Assumption of the Holy Mother of God. In J. Behr 

(Ed.), B. E. Daley (Trans.), On the Dormition of Mary: Early Patristic Homilies (Vol. 18, p. 71). 

Crestwood, NY: St Vladimir‘s Seminary Press. 
9
 Theoteknos Nativitate. Rev. Dr. Christiaan Kappes(Trans). 


